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TITLE

Talk Abstract (1) Modeling, simulation, inversion and Chang’E data validation for   
microwave observation in China's lunar project

ABSTRACT

    In China’s first lunar exploration project, Chang-E 1 (CE-1), a multi-channel microwave 
radiometer in passive microwave remote sensing, was first aboard the satellite, with the 
purpose of measuring microwave brightness temperature from lunar surface and 
surveying the global distribution of lunar regolith layer thickness. 
    In this lecture, the multi-layered model of lunar surface media is presented, and 
numerical simulations of  multi-channel brightness temperature (Tb) from global lunar 
surface are obtained. It is applied to study of  retrieving the regolith layer thickness and 
evaluation of global distribution of 3He content in regolith media.   

Multi-channel Tb measurements by CE-1 microwave radiometers are displayed, and 
applied to inversion of the reggolith layer thickness, which are verified and validated by 
the Apollo in situ measurements. It is  the first time to retrieve the regolith thickness using 
microwave remote sensing technology. 

In active microwave remote sensing, based on the statistics of  the lunar cratered 
terrain, e.g. population, dimension and shape of craters, the terrain feature of cratered 
lunar surface is numerically  generated. Electromagnetic scattering is simulated, and SAR 
(synthetic aperture radar) image is then numerically generated, e.g. making use of the 
digital elevation and Clementine UVVIS data at Apollo 15 landing site as the ground truth, 
an SAR image at Apollo 15 landing site is simulated.
Utilizing the nadir echoes time delay and intensity difference from the surface and 
subsurface, high frequency (HF) radar sounder is an effective tool for investigation of 
lunar subsurface structure in lunar exploration. Making use of rough surface scattering 
and ray tracing of geometric optics, a numerical simulation of radar echoes from lunar 
layering structures with surface feature, the topography of mare and highland surfaces is 
developed. Radar echoes and its range images are numerically simulated, and their 
dependence on the parameters of lunar layering interfaces are described.  
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